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Given a graph G =(X, E), we try to know when it is possible to consider G as the 
intersection graph of a finite hypergraph, when some restrietions are given on the inclusion 
order induced on the edge set of this hypergraph. 
We give some examples concerning the interval graphs and the circular graphs. 
Nous traitons ici du probl~me qui consiste ~ trouver un hypergraphe dont le graphe 
d'intersection est un graphe donnt, et dont la relation d'inelusion pour les ar~tes est compatible 
avec une information additionnelle fournie en m~me temps que le graphe. Nous travaillons ur 
trois cas: Ouand le graphe a son ensemble de sommet partiellement ordonnt; Quand c'est 
l'ensemble des parties de l'ensemble des sommets du graphe qui est partiellement ordonnt; Et 
quand un filtre est donn6 sur l'ensemble des sommets du graphe pour representer les 
collections d'ar~tes de l'hypergraphe qui vont contenir tout les sommets de l'hypergraphe. 
Nous donnons enfm quelques exemples d'applications concernant les graphes d'intervalles et 
les graphes circulaires. 
1. Introduction 
The vocabulary used throughout his paper is the vocabulary of graph and 
hypergraph theory as we can find it in [2]. We recall: 
If a graph G = (X, E) is given, X is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. 
The notation [x, y] e E (x ~ X, y ~ X) means that there is an edge in G between 
the two vertices x and y. 
Two subsets A and B of X are independent from each other if there is no edge 
in G between a vertex of A and a vertex of B. 
If H = (31, F)  is a hypergraph, Y is the set of vertices and F is the set of edges. 
All the graphs appearing throughout his paper are supposed to be finite, 
undirected, and containing all possible loops. 
There is a strong connection between the notion of graph and the notion of 
family of subsets of a finite set (hypergraph), through the concept of intersection 
graph of a family of subsets of a finite set. This concept gives rise to an important 
class of representation results such that the characterization f the. line graphs 
[1, 2], the interval graphs [3, 4], the circular graphs [5, 6], the graphs which may 
be considered as the intersection graph of a family of hypercubes [7-9], or convex 
subsets [10], in a euclidean space. 
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Here, we try to express a graph G =(X, E) as the intersection graph of a 
hypergraph H = (Y, F), assuming that the inclusion relation between every edge 
and every union of edges in H is given together with G. 
We obtain several general results on this topic, and we show how these results 
may be applied to the problem of characterizing the interval graphs or the circular 
graphs. 
2. First problem 
Given a finite graph G = (X, E) and an order relation < on X, we want to find 
a hypergraph H=(Y ,  F) and a surjective function p from X to F such that: 
(1) x, y~X;  [x, y ]~E ff and only ff p(x)Np(y)~:O. 
(2) x ~<y ff and only if p(x)= p(y). 
If we can find such a hypergraph, we say that G is <-representable. 
We define the following relation Ro between the vertices of G and the subsets 
of X: For x ~X, A ~X, we write xRoA if and only if the following implication is 
t rue :  
yaX, [x ,y]~JF  :~ : l z~A with[y,z]~E. 
We get: 
Theorem 1. With the notations above, the following equivalency is true: 
The graph G is <-representable if and only if for every x, y ~ X with x < y, we 
also have x Roy. 
Proof. Clearly, we have in fact only to prove the part ~: of our equivalency. 
Let us prove first that it is possible to find a hypergraph/-/1 = (¥1, F1) and a 
surjective function P2 from X to F1 such that: 
(3) x, y~X; [x ,  y ]~E ¢~ px(x)flpl(y)#~J. 
(4) pl(x) = Or(Y) ¢:~ x Roy. 
It is well known that (3) is easy to obtain, and so is the part ::~ of (4). 
Then, let us consider HI and Pl satisfying (3) and minimal in the sense that it is 
impossible to replace any edge in/-/1 by a smaller edge (inclusion sense) without 
losing (3). Obviously HI exists. Then we claim that/-/1 = (Y1, F1) and Pl chosen 
this way satisfy also (4). 
If it were wrong, we could find u, v ~ X with 
u Ro{v}, pl(u) ¢ pl(v). 
If tcp l (u) -p l (v ) ,  we try to remove t from pl(u) and we lose (3). That means that 
there exists w ~X, with 
pl(u)Npl(w)=t,  [u, w]~E.  
Therefore, u/~'oV, since [v, w]~E,  and we get a contradiction. 
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In order to achieve the proof of our Theorem 
hypergraph H2= (Y'2,F2) given as follows: 
Y2=X,  /z2={Sx}, with S~={yeX[y<~x},xeX;  
p~(x) = &. 
Clearly we have 
x, y ~ X;  x <~ y ¢:~ p2(x) c P2(Y). 
1, we  now consider the 
Let us suppose: x ,y~X;  pz(X)N/~z(y)~0. That means 3z~X with z<~x and 
z <~ y, and also (with our hypothesis) z Rox and z Roy. We easily deduce [x, y] ~ E. 
Then we may assert hat the hypergraph H = (Yt LI Yz, F), with 
1: = (p(x) I x ~ x )= (pl(x) u p~(x) I x ~ x~, 
gives us the solution to our problem. [] 
3. Second problem 
We consider a finite graph G = (X, E) (with all the loops), and an order relation 
< on P(X). We want to find a hypergraph H = (Y, F)  and a surjective function p 
from X to F such that: 
(1) x, y~X; [x ,  y ]~E if and only if p (x )np(y )~¢.  
(2) A, BcX;  A<~B if and only if Ux~Ap(x)cI.J,~_ap(y). 
If such a hypergraph exists, we say that G is strongly <-representable. 
Before continuing, we need some definitions and notations: 
If A, B ~ X, and if A - B and B - A are two independent subsets in G (there is 
no edge between the vertices of A -  B and the vertices of B -  A), we write 
A N B = A t-I~ B = G-intersection of A and B. 
For x ~ X, we write Tx ={A c Xl{x}<~A}. For x, y ~X, we call T~y the closure 
under the G-intersection of T~ t iT  r Then we get: 
Theorem 2. With the notations above, the following equivalency is true: 
G is strongly <-representable if and only if the four conditions (1), (2), (3), (4) 
are satisfied: 
(1) I f  x~X,  A ,B ,  CcX  are such that A ~B and BcC,  then we also have 
A<.C. 
(2) The following equivalency is true: 
A, BcX;A~B ¢~ VxeA,{x}~B.  
(3) I f  A, B, C c X, with A <~ B and A <~ C are such that B - C and C-  B are 
independent from each other, then we also have A <~ B N~ C. 
(4) I f  x, y ~ X are adjacent in G, then the empty subset is not in T,~y. 
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In order to solve the problem posed by the claim of Theorem 2, we are going to 
transform it into another problem, slightly easier. 
Given a relation R between the elements of X and the subsets of X, we say that 
the graph G is R-representable if we can find a hypergraph H = (Y, F) and a 
surjective function p from X to F such that 
[x, y] ~ E, x, y ~ X, if and only if p(x) f3 p(y) # 0. 
x~X;  AcX;  xRA if and only if p (x )c  [_Jy~Ap(y). 
R being given, we write, using the same notations as before, 
T~={A~P(X) IxRA} (x~X) .  
T~y = closure under the G-intersection of T~ LI Tv (x, y ~ X). 
We are first going to prove that in order to get Theorem 2, it is sufficient o prove 
the following Theorem 3. 
Theortm 3. With the notations above, the following equivalency is true: 
The graph G is R-representable if and only if the [our conditions (1), (2), (3), (4) 
are satisfied: 
(1) V x ~ X, x R x; I f  x ~ X, A,  B ~ X are such that x R A and A ~ B, then we 
also have x R B. 
(2) 1[ x ~ X, A ~ X and a family {C_~ : y ~ A} of subsets of X is given such that 
[or any yeA,  we have y R C_~ and x RA,  then we also have x R I..Jy~A C~ 
(transitivity axiom). 
(3) V x ~ X, Tx is closed under the G-intersection. 
(4) I f  x, y ~ X are adjacent in (3, then the empty subset is not in T~.v. 
Let us prove that if Theorem 3 is true, then so is Theorem 2. 
It is not too hard to prove that the part ~ of the equivalency which gives 
Theorem 2 is obvious; we only have to notice that if H=(¥ ,  F)  and p give a 
strong <-representation f G, then we have the implications: 
If x~X,  ACT,, ,  then p(x)cl.]v~Ap(y); 
If x, y~X;  A~T,,.y, then P(x)Np(Y)C0z~ap(z) ;  
If x ~ X, A, B ~ Tx are such that B - A and A - B are independent from each 
other in G, then we have I . ]~a~ p(z )~ p(x). 
Let us start from G, satisfying (1), (2), (3), (4) of Theorem 2, and let us call R 
the relation defined as follows: 
xRA ¢:~ {x}<~A, x~X,  AcX.  
Clearly, G and R satisfy (1), (3) and (4) of Theorem 3. 
Given x ~ X, A c X, with {x} ~< A and V y e A, {y} ~< B~ c X; (2) of Theorem 2 
permits to deduce A <~Uy~A By. Therefore, R satisfies also (2) of Theorem 3. 
Let us suppose now that G is R-represented, through a hypergraph H and a 
function p; Then (2) of Theorem 2 permits us to see that G is also strongly 
<-represented. 
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Before proving Theorem 3, we make a remark: 
If we assume that Theorem 3 is true, we get, concerning the relation R0 defined in 
Section 2: 
Theorem 4. Given a j'inite graph G = (X, E), the following equivalency is true: 
G is Ro-represenmble if and only i[ the [ollowing condition (*) is satislied: 
I[ x, y ~ X are adjacent in G, then the empty subset o[ X is not in T~,~. 
(.) 
(Of course T~ in th~ statement is generated by the relation Ro.) 
We have to prove here that the condition (*) in Theorem 4 pernfits us to get 
the properties (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 3. ((4) is in fact (*).) 
(1) and (2) are almost ob~ous to obtain. We o~y have to prove that (*) hnpHes 
(3) of Theorem 3. 
Given A, B ~ T~, vhth A -B  and B-A  independent ~om each other, we 
suppose that A fqB = A f3GB~ Tx. That means that there exists z ~X, adjacent o 
x, and not adjacent o any vertex in A fq B. Therefore, we can write A N B ~ T~.~ ; 
{z}~ T~.~ =~O = (A NB) NG {z}~ T~.~, which means a contradiction and the result. 
Now in order to get the part (:: of our equivalency of Theorem 3, we are going 
to need a preparatory lemma: 
Let us consider our graph G = (X, E)  and the relation R, assuming satisfied the 
properties (1) and (2) stated in Theorem 3. (We do not care about (3) and (4).) 
We conserve the families T~ (x ~ X) and T~ (x, y ~ X) and clearly we have that 
A ~ T~,  A ~ B, hnplies B ~ T~. 
We claim the following lemma: 
Subslitulion lLemmn. With the notations above, the [ollowing implication is true: 
A ,B ,C ,  DcX,  x ,y~X;  BUA~T~y,  CUA~T, , .~;  Vu~B,  v~C,  D~T~.~ 
implies that A U D ~ T,,. r 
l~roat. We first observe how T~.~ is constructed. 
First, we take Tx t.J Ty = T~.~.o; then, we take all the possible G-intersections of 
pairs of elements in T~.y.o and we get T~.I. Following this process, we create 
T~.~.2,..., T~s.k, etc. It is a finite process. So, to every A c X, A ~ T~, we can 
assign an index k, order of A in T~.y, defined by A ~ T~y,k, A f~ T~.k_ 1. 
Now, the substitution lemma can be got through a sequence of inductive 
processes. 
First, let us pose B = (ba, . . . ,  bp), and let us proceed by induction on p. 
The result known until p - l ,  gives the result for p (p~>2): b~U(b2, . . . ,  b~)t_J 
A~T~.y, Vv~C,  D~Tbl.o, CU(bz , . . . ,bv )UA~T~.y .  We deduce (induction) 
DUA t.J(b2,...,bp)~T~.~, Dt . JCUA ~T~y; and also (induction again) DUA 
T~.y. (Since V u ~ (b2, . . . , bp), v ~ C, D ~ T~,~.) 
Thus, we may suppose ICI=IBI= 1; (same method for C). 
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We proceed now by induction on the order k of B U A in T~.~. 
The result known until k -1 ,  gives the result for k (k~ > 1). Let us write 
B O A = (Ba U B U A) NG (32  O B O A), both in T..~.k-1 (B1 and B 2 independent 
from each other in G). By induction: B1 O D O A and B 2 O D U A E T=,y, and also 
D O A = (B1U D UA)  f ig (B2UD LIA)~ T~.y. 
Thus we may suppose that the order of B U A in T~.y is 0, and also the order of 
C t3 A. We get: {u} = B, {v} = C, ALI u ~ T~ (for instance), A U v e T~ or T~, 
We want to deduce A U D ~ T~.y. 
We proceed this time by induction on the order m of D in T,~.. 
The result known for m-1  gives the result for m (m>_-1). Let us write 
D=D~ NGD2 (Dx and /92 with order ~<m-1 in T~.). By induction we get 
A U D 1 and A O D 2 E T~.~ and also 
A U D = (A U D~) N G (ALI/)2) ~ T~,y 
So we may suppose that the order of D in T~.. is 0. We get, for instance, 
A Uu~ Tx, A Uve  T,, or T~,, D~ T,,. 
The hypothesis (2) of Theorem 3, which is supposed to be satisfied by G in our 
lemma, gives clearly the result ALI De  Tx c T~.r, and the lemma is completely 
proved. [] 
Before achieving the proof of the part <= of Theorem 3, we make another 
remark: 
With the hypothesis of Theorem 3 (part <=), we have the implication 
x~X,  AcX,  xRA ::~ xRoA. 
(Ro is the relation used in Theorem 1.) If it were wrong, we could find y ~ X, with 
[y, x] ~ E, and {y} and A independent from each other in G. That would mean: 
{y} ~ T~.y, A ~ T~.~ => O = {Y} fqG A ~ T~.~ and a contradiction. 
In order to prove now the part <:: of our Theorem 3, we consider G and R 
satisfying (1), (2), (3), (4) of Theorem 3 and we proceed by induction on Ixl, the 
cardinality of the vertex set of G. 
We choose xo~X, and we introduce a new vertex x~, with the following 
relations, which extend the graph structure of (3 and the relation R to X U x~: 
° XRXo 
x~ R° A ¢:¢, x~ ~ A, 
orAcXandVy~X,  yR(AUx0)  (AcXUx~) ;  
x~.X ;A  cX ,  xR°(A  Ux~) ¢:~ A ~T,,.,, o. 
Clearly, these relations permit us to extend G and R, into a graph G °= 
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(X U x~, E °) and a relation R °. It is easy to see that x0 and x~ are independent 
from each other in G °, and that G ° and R ° satisfy the property (1) of Theorem 3. 
1. G ° and R ° constructed above satis~ the property (2) of Theorem 3. 
~oo| .  We have to prove that R ° satisfies the transitivity axiom; Several non- 
trivial situations may occur: 
Case 1. xgR°A,  AcX;  Vy~A,  yRC v (CvcX) .  It is easy: Vz~X,  
zR(A  tOx0) and also z R(xoUUr~A Cv). 
Case 2. In the preceding situation, some of the C_ v contain x~. The result is 
then obvious. 
Case 3. x R A (x ~ X, A ~ X);  V y ~ A, y R ° C v, some of the C~ containing x~. 
What we want to get is U~A (Cv-x~)~ T,~o, knowing that Vy~A,  AeT,~o , 
The Substitution Lemma gives us the result, writing 
A ~ T,,.~,{Xo}~- T~.xo;V y~-A, U (C~-x~)~ Ty.,,o. 
yEA 
Case 4. xR°(AUxg) ,  x~X,  AcX;  Vy~AUxg,  yR°Cr  Some of the C v 
contain xg. 
We want to obtain I.Jy~Aux~(Cy-x~)~ T .~o. We know AET,,.,,o and Yy~A, 
(C_ v -x~)~ Ty.~ o. The Substitution I.emma gives then an easy conclusion. 
Case 5. x R°(A tO x~), x ~ X, A c X;  V y ~ (A tO x~), y R°C~. No C_ v contains x~. 
We have A e T~.~o; V y cA ,  y R°C~ or y R C_ v. Writing Co the subset C~ c X, we 
also have V z ~ X, z R (Xo tO Co). 
We apply the Substitution I_emma to the following situation: 
Co U Xo ~ T~., Co U x ~ T~., A ~ T~.~ o implies that Co U A ~ T~.~, 
and the axiom (2) of transitivity in Theorem 3 gives us Co U(Uy~A Cv)~ T~.~ and 
the result. [] 
We deduce from Lemma 1 that the Substitution Lemma can be applied to G ° 
and R °. 
We denote by T ° and T~,~ the families obtained from the construction process 
giving T~ and T~,y in G, applied to G ° and R °. We construct now on X -x0  two 
new graph structures G + and G- ,  with two new relations R + and R-  defined as 
follows: 
(G-) 
(G ÷) 
x, yCX-xo ; [X ,  y ]~E-  ¢~ x~T~;  
x R+A, A ~ X-  xo ¢:~ A ~ T~,, o. 
x, y~X-xo , [X ,  y ]~E + ¢:~ xoCT,,.~; 
A ~X-xo ;xR+A ¢:~ xR(A  Oxo). 
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If x, y ~ X-  xo, we shall write 
constructed in G + and G-. 
We claim: 
T+X ~ ÷ T~,,y, T~-, T~.~, the families T~ and T~,~ 
Lemma 2. The properties (1) and (2) of Theorem 3 are satisfied by G +, R + and 
G- ,R - .  
l~root. It is almost obvious that the only difficulty arises here when we try to 
prove that the transitivity property is satisfied by R- .  
Given x~X-xo ,  A~X-xo  with xR-A ;  Vy~A,  yR-C_~ cX-xo .  It may be 
written A ~ T~.~; V y ~ A, C_~ ~ Ty~. 
The substitution lemma on G, R gives U~A C-v ~ T~o and the result. 
Let us assume now that we can apply the induction hypothesis and deduce that 
G ÷ and G-  are R+-representable and R--representable, using two hypergraphs 
H + = (Y+, F +) and H-  = (Y-, F - )  and two representation functions p+ and p-. Of 
course what we would like to write is 
Y = Y+ U Y - ,  p(x) = p+(x) u p-(x) if x e X -  x0; 
p(xo) = Y - ,  H= (Y, {p(x) I x ~ X}, 
and we would like to prOve that H constructed this way is a R-representation for 
G ° . It is clear that we have in fact to prove two basic implications: 
(a) x, y~X-xo ,  [x, y]~E,  implies that [x, y ]~E+UE -. 
(b) x ~ X-  Xo, A c X, x R+A and x R -A  implies that x R A. 
Let us prove that (a) is true: 
Let us suppose x, yeX-x0 ;  [x, y ]¢E+UE- ;  that means: xo~T,~.~,, x~eT~y 
implies that ¢ e T~,r. 
Let us prove first that the following implication (S) is true 
A U x~ ~ T~.y, 
(S) {x0} ~ T~, ~implies that A ~ T~y. 
A c X ; x, y ~ X-  xoj 
Clearly, if (S) is true, there is no problem to conclude the proof of Lemma 2. In 
order to prove (S), we proceed by induction on the order k of A U x~ in T~,~. 
If the result is true for k -  1, then it is true for k (k I> 1). 
Let us write 
A Uxg = (A UB Ux~) No* (A U COxg)  
(both of order ~<k-1). B and C are independent from each other in 
(B, C c X) .  
We deduce by induction: A U B ~ T~.~, A U C ~ T~.y implies that A ~ T~.~. 
The result is true if k = 0: 
G 
A U xg ~ T*~ (for instance), Xo ~ T~ ¢~ A e T~.~ o.
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The Substitution Lemma gives then A ~ T,~,r and the result. 
We now prove (b): 
xR+A,  A~X,  xR-A ,  x~X;  
Let us suppose x R A. We have : A ~ T~.~ o,x R[A  LI x0]. The Substitution Lemma 
induces dear ly a contradiction. [] 
Now, in order to achieve the proof of Theorem 3, we only need to prove that 
G + and G-  satisfy (3) and (4) of Theorem 3. (Assuming of course that G satisfies 
these two properties.) 
Lemma 3. G + and G-  satisfy (3) of Theorem 3. 
Proo|. For G +. Given A, B, C c X -  xo, x ~ X-  xo with A U B ~ T+~ ; A U C ~ T+~ ;
B and C are independent from each other in G +. That means x R[A  tAB LI Xo], 
x R[A  U C U Xo]; V u ~ B, V v ~ C, Xo ~ T~.~. The Substitution Lemma gives us 
x R (A U Xo) or A ~ T~ + and the result. 
For G- .  Given A, B, C ~ X-  Xo; x ~ X-  Xo, with ALI B ~ T~-, "A O C ~ T~-; 13 
and C are independent from each other in G- .  That means A LIB e T~o, 
A U C ~ T~.~o; V u ~ B, V v ~ C, x~ ~ T~.~. The Substitution I_.emma applied to G ° 
permits to write xg U A ~ T~.o and A e T~.~ o (x0 and xg are independent from each 
other in G°). 
We use again the implication (S) proved above and we get A ~ T~,~ o and also 
A ~ T~- and the result. [] 
Lemma 4. G + and G-  satisfy (4) of Theorem 3. 
Mt .  For G +. We have to prove that if [x, y ]~E +, then 0¢ ~y.  
In fact it will be su~icient to prove the following implication (T): 
(T) Ac=T~y,A~X,xo  ::~ AUxo~T~.y, 
which dear ly gives the result. 
In order to prove (T) we proceed by induction on the order k of A in T~.~. 
The result true at the order k -  1 implies that it is true at the order k (k ~ 1): 
Let us write: 
A=(A uB) n6.(A uc'), 
with ALI B and A U C with order <k  in T~+y; B and C independent from each 
other in G +. This may be written V u ~/3, V v e C, Xo e Tg~. 
The Substitution Lemma permits to write: 
A UBUxo~T~.~,AUCUxo~T~y (using the induction) implies that 
A U Xo ~ T~s. 
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The result is also true when k = 0: For instance, let us assume A ~ T~. This 
means A O Xo ~ Tx and the result. 
For G-.  Again, in order to prove that x ,y~X-xo ;  [x ,y ]~E-  implies that 
0 ¢ 'F~y, we only have to prove another implication (U), more general: 
(U) A ~ T~,~, A ~ X-  Xo implies that ALI x~ ~ T~.y. 
Again, we proceed by induction on the order k of A in T~.y. 
The result true for k -1  implies that it is also true for k (k>~l): Let 
us write A = (A O B) f'lo- (A LI C), with B and C independent from each other in 
G- ,  and with A O B and ALI C with order <~ k - 1 in ~l~y. The induction gives us 
A UBUx~ and A OCOx~ e T,~, with Vu~B, Vv~C, x~ ~ ~l~. 
The Substitution Lemma applied to G ° permits then to write A O x~ ~ T~.~ and 
gives the result. 
If k = 0; for instance, we may suppose A ~ T~-, which means A ~ T~o, and from 
the definition of G °, implies A U x~ ~ T ° and the result. [] 
Theorem 3 is then completely proven. [] 
4. qFhlrd prolflem 
We now consider a graph G = (X~ E), and a non-empty family of subsets of X, 
called U, such that if A E U, A ~ B, then B ~ U. 
We want to find an hypergraph H = (Y, F)  and a surjective function p from X 
to F, such that 
x, y X;[x, y]eE 
AcX;A~U ¢:~ [.J p(x)=Y.  
x~A 
If such an hypergraph exists, we say that G is U-covered. 
We define a relation R the following way: 
xRA ¢~ x~A or (X -T (x ) )UA~U,  x~X,  AcX.  
(T(x) is here defined by: T (x )={y~X[  [x, y]~E}.) 
Then we get the following result: 
Tlmorem 5. With the notations above, the following equivalency is true: 
The graph G is U-covered if and only if 
it is R-representable (1) 
and if the following implication is true: 
A ,B~X;  Vx~B,  xRA ::> (X -B)UA~U.  (2) 
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proof. (=. Let us suppose that G is R-represented, through a hypergraph 
H=(Y ,  F) and a function p, and that (2) is true. 
Given A e U; dearly we have V x ~ X, xR  A. Therefore p(x) c I,.Jy~A p(y) for 
every x~X and I..J~A p(y) = Y. 
Conversely, given A c X such that I..ly~Ap(y) = Y, we have V x~X,  xRA,  
and then (because (2) is true) (X -  X )  U A = A ~ U, which permits us to conclude 
that G is also U-covered. 
:~. Let us suppose that G is U-covered, through a hypergraph H = (Y, F) and 
a function p. Obviously, we have xRA ~ p(x )c  UseAP(Y), and from this we 
deduce that (2) of the second part of our equivalency is true. 
In order to achieve our proof, that means in order to prove that G is 
R-representable, we use Theorem 3, and we verify that G and R satisfy (1), (2), 
(3), and (4) of Theorem 3. 
They satisfy (1): x R x is obvious. 
x R A ; x ~ X and A c X, A ~ B ~ X ::~ x R B is also obvious. 
They satisfy (3): Given x ~ X, A,  B ~ X with x R A, x R B, and A - B and 
B-A  independent from each other. We want to get: xR(A  N~B) .  
If x ~ A f3 B or if x ¢ A U B, it is almost obvious. 
Let us assume : xeA and xf~B. Then (X -T (x ) )UB=(X-T(x ) ) t . J (BNA) ,  
and we deduce the result. 
They satisfy (4): clearly x R A implies p(x) ~ I.Jy~A P(Y). 
If we form T~y as in Section 3, we get: If A ~ T~,y then p(x) Np(y) ~ Uz~A p(z)- 
Obviously, this implies that if [x, y] e E, then ~t ~ T~.y. 
They satisfy (2) (the transitivity property). Given x ~ X, A ~ X with x R A and 
also Vy~A,  yRBr~X.  
We must suppose (non-trivial case) x ~ A, and x ~ I.Jy~A By. Therefore, we have 
(X -  T(x)) O A ~ U; V y ~ A, y ~ By or (X -  T(y)) O By ~ U. 
This clearly implies I_ly~A P(Y)C ~y~Az~a, p(z) and also 
Y= 13 p(z) c U p(z), 
z e (X - -T (x ) )UA z a (X - -T (x ) )U( [ _~ eA By ) 
and also: (X -  T(x)) LI (Uy~A By) E U, which means the result. 
Theorem 5 is then completely proven. [] 
5. Applicaiion to h~ierval graphs and cktular graphs 
An interval graph is a graph G-  (X, E) such that we can find an hypergraph 
H = (Y, F)  and a surjeetive function p from X to E with: H may be considered as 
a family of intervals for Y linearly ordered in a convenient way; 
y] E o 
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There is, by [3], a characterization f the interval graphs which may be stated as 
follows: 
~rem 6 (Lekkerkerker and Boland [3]). The following equivalency is true: 
The graph G = (X, E) is an interval graph if and only if it does not admit as 
induced subgraph any of the graphs in Fig. 1. 
C n (n >1 4) 
n - l ~  
Kn(n>- I) 
"] 2 n;1 -': 
1 2 L n (n >1 1) n+l 
Fig. 1. (a) C_~, n ~>4. (b) k,, n >~ 1. (c) B 2. (d)/-,, n >I 1. (e) B x. 
Now, we introduce a new notation: G =(X, E) be a graph, we call Uo the 
family of subsets of X defined as follows: 
A subset A of X is in Uo if and only if there exists a subset B c A, such that the 
subgraph of G induced by B is a forest of maximal degree 2, and such that the 
following implication is true: 
x, y eX;  [x, y ]~E ::), =i z ~B with [z, x] and [z, y ]~E (*) 
Then we get the following result: 
Theorem 7. I[ a graph G = (X, E) is an interval graph, then it is also Uo-covered. 
l~rooL Most of our assertion is clear, and we have in fact to prove only one point, 
the fact that if G is interval graph, we may choose our representation H = (¥, F), 
p, in such a way that if B ~ X satisfies (*) and induces a subgraph of G which is a 
forest of maximal degree 2, then Ux~_a p(x)= Y. 
To do this, we choose H and p maximal in the sense that if we add a vertex to 
any edge of H, we lose our interval representation of (3. 
Then if (-]~B P(Y)~= Y, B being as mentioned above, that means that we can 
find 4 vertices in Y (linearly ordered), u ~<v < w ~t,  such that 
p(y)]; 
]v, w[ n(U v(y))=0. 
]v, w[ # 
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p(m) p(n) 
Fig. 2. 
We try to enlarge [u, v] adding the successor of v, and to enlarge [w, t] adding the 
element in Y just before w. It is impossible, which means the existence of 2 
vertices m, n with [m,n]~l?.; p(m)t.Jp(n)U(I.J~,~Bp(y))=f~, and a simple con- 
tradiction. See Fig. 2. [] 
A circular graph is a graph G =(X, U) such that there exists a hypergraph 
H = (Y, F), and a function p such that [x, y] ~ E ¢¢ p(x) N p(y) # 0. Y may be 
considered as a set of points on a circle, and F as a family of interval for this 
geometrical representation. 
Using the fact that a circular graph may also be represented using closed 
intervals on a topological circle, we may see that if G is a circular graph, then G is 
U-covered, U being a family of subsets of X such that 
(1) A c X induces a subgraph of G which is an elementary cycle with length 
94 implies that A ~ U. 
(2) If A~U, [AI~3, then there exists BcA such that the subgraph of G 
induced by B is an elementary cycle with length >13, or G is an interval graph. 
Conversely, if G = (X, E) is a graph, the fact that for every A c X, there exists a 
family UA of subsets of A, satisfying (1) and (2) above and such that the subgraph 
of G induced by A is UA-covered, gives us a necessary condition for G to be a 
circular graph. A question is to find what has to be added to this necessary 
condition in order to obtain a sufficient condition. 
(The general problem of the characterization f the circular graphs is still an 
open problem.) 
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